Suggested Sashing for MQ Nov. 2011 BOM, Tree Everlasting
By Kathy K Faust

Sashing with treetops but without tree trunks (for just the top row, or the whole quilt if preferred)

Cut (2) 4 1/2" x 6 5/8" cream/off-white; with right sides together, cut at 45 degree angle from top corner (cut lower corner off)
Cut (1) 4 7/8"square green, cut in half on diagonal

Sew green triangles C,D to cream A,B, matching cut diagonal edge; sew two pieces together with green in the center, forming the "tree-top" for the block.

Sashing with treetops and tree trunks (for sashing between rows of tree blocks)

A, B cut (2) 4 1/2" x 5 5/8" cream/off-white; with right sides together, cut at 45 degree angle from top corner (cut lower corner off)
C, D cut (1) 4 7/8"square green, cut in half on diagonal
E cut (1) 2 1/2" x 3 1/4" brown
F cut (1) 2 1/2" x 1 3/4" cream/off-white

Sew green triangles C,D to cream A,B, matching cut diagonal edge; sew two pieces together with green in the center, forming the "tree-top" for the block.
Sew brown E and small cream F pieces together, at matching 2 1/2" edges. Sew brown-and-cream piece to right edge of tree-top sashing, with brown at top edge (same edge as green triangle point)

Match seam of greens in sashing to center of block; match center of tree trunk in sashing to seam between blocks. Each row of tree blocks will be offset one-half block from surrounding rows.

Also- for end-of-row sashing, cut cream A,B pieces 1" longer (same as for sashing without tree trunks), or make tree trunk piece E,F at half the width (2 1/2" x 1 3/8" brown, 2 1/2" x 1 5/8" cream) to add to ends of sashing rows.

Sashing with tree trunks but without treetops (for bottom row)

A, B cut (2) 4 1/2" x 5 5/8" cream/off-white
E cut (1) 2 1/2" x 3 1/4" brown
F cut (1) 2 1/2" x 1 3/4" cream/off-white

Sew brown E and small cream F pieces together, at matching 2 1/2" edges. Sew brown-and-cream piece to right edge of tree-top sashing, with brown at top edge.